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Overview
● Evolution of OS policies across FPs

● OS Policy in Horizon Europe

● Open Research Europe (ORE)

● European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
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Open Science - “modus operandi”

€95.5 billion



The Evolution of OS policies across FPs



Open Science in Horizon Europe



OPEN SCIENCE
Open science - An approach to the scientific process based on 
open cooperative work, tools and diffusing knowledge. 
Open access - Online access to research outputs provided free of 
charge to the end-user.

Open 
Access

Data

Publications

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)

https://www.techlib.cz/cs/


OPEN ACCESS TO PUBLICATIONS
The beneficiaries must ensure OA to peer-reviewed scientific 
publications relating to their results. 

▪ at the latest at the time of publication, a machine-readable 
electronic copy of the published version, or the final 
peer-reviewed manuscript accepted for publication, is 
deposited in a trusted repository for scientific publications

▪ immediate OA is provided to the deposited publication via the 
repository 🡪 NO EMBARGO

▪ must retain sufficient Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) to 
comply with the open access requirements

DataPublications

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)



OPEN RESEARCH DATA

„As open as possible, as closed as necessary.“

DataPublications

OPEN UNLESS:

▪ be against the beneficiary’s legitimate interests, including regarding 
commercial exploitation, or 

▪ be contrary to any other constraints, in particular the EU competitive interests 
or the beneficiary’s obligations under this Agreement; if open access is not 
provided (to some or all data), this must be justified in the DMP 

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)



RESEARCH DATA

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/ 

DataPublications

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/


DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN (M6)
https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk
/ 

https://ds-wizard.or
g/ 

HE TEMPLATE

DataPublications

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)

https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/
https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/
https://ds-wizard.org/
https://ds-wizard.org/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/temp-form/report/data-management-plan-template_he_en.docx


Licences
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Monographs and other 
long text formats

Articles

Datasets

https://www.techlib.cz/cs/


Metadata
For deposited publications and datasets must provide at least:
● author(s),  publication/datasets title,  publication date  and venue;  
● Horizon  Europe or Euratom funding; 
● grant project name,  acronym and number; 
● licensing terms; 
● persistent identifiers  (PIDs) for  the  publications (DOI) and datasets (DOI),  

the authors (ORCID),  if  possible,  for  their  organisations  and  the  grant.  
● Where applicable, include PIDs for any research output or any other tools  

and instruments needed to validate the conclusions of the publication.
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Open Science in Horizon Europe
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For detailed descriptions and resources on OS see the:

● Horizon Europe Annotated Model Grant Agreement (AGA) 
annex 5 (p.151 - 160)

● Horizon Europe programme guide 
Chapter 16 (p.37-53)

● Horizont Europe DMP template

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/aga_en.pdf#page=151
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/programme-guide_horizon_en.pdf
https://enspire.science/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Horizon-Europe-Data-Management-Plan-Template.pdf


Evaluation of proposals and Open Science
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 “Excellence” criterion 
(methodology)

• Evaluation of the quality of open science 
practices

• Up to 1 page to describe OS practices + 
up to 1 page to describe research 
data/output management

“Quality and efficiency of 
implementation” criterion 

(capacity of participants and consortium as a 
whole + list of achievements)

• Explain expertise on OS

• List publications, software, data, etc, relevant to 
the project with qualitative assessment and, where 
available, persistent identifiers

Publications are expected to be open access; datasets are 
expected to be FAIR and ‘as open as possible, as closed as 
necessary‘. Significance of publications to be evaluated on the 
basis of proposers’ qualitative assessment and not per Journal 
Impact Factor

Exceptions: ERC + some EIC programmes for now evaluate OS practices under impact



OPEN SCIENCE IN MSCA PF PROJECT PROPOSAL:
ADMINISTRATIVE FORMS 

Part B-1

For guidance on open science 
practices and research data 
management, please refer to the 
relevant section of the HE 
Programme Guide. 

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)

1.2 Soundness of the proposed methodology (including interdisciplinary approaches, consideration of the gender 
dimension and other diversity aspects if relevant for the research project, and the quality of open science practices)

Open science practices: Describe how appropriate open science practices are implemented as an integral part of the proposed methodology. 
Show how the choice of practices and their implementation is adapted to the nature of your work in a way that will increase the chances of the 
project delivering on its objectives [e.g. up to ½ page, including research data management]. If you believe that none of these practices are 
appropriate for your project, please provide a justification here.

Open science is an approach based on open cooperative work and systematic sharing of knowledge and tools as early and widely as possible in 
the process. Open science practices include early and open sharing of research (for example through preregistration, registered reports, pre-prints, 
or crowd-sourcing); research output management; measures to ensure reproducibility of research outputs; providing open access to research 
outputs (such as publications, data, software, models, algorithms, and workflows); participation in open peer-review; and involving all relevant 
knowledge actors including citizens, civil society and end users in the co-creation of R&I agendas and contents (such as citizen science).

Please note that this does not refer to outreach actions that may be planned as part of the communication, dissemination and exploitation 
activities. These aspects should instead be described below under ‘Impact’.

Research data management and management of other research outputs: Applicants generating/collecting data and/or other research outputs 
(except for publications) during the project must explain how the data will be managed in line with the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable, Reusable).



What? How? Mandatory in all calls/recommended
Early and open sharing 
of research

Preregistration, registered reports, 
preprints etc.

Recommended

Research output 
management

Manage responsibly in line with FAIR 
(including a management plan)

• Mandatory for research data 
• Recommended for research outputs other than 

publications and research data
Measures to ensure 
reproduciblity of 
research outputs

Information on outputs/tools/instruments 
& access to data/results for validation of 
publications

Mandatory

Open access to 
research outputs 
through deposition in 
trusted repositories

• Open access to publications
• Open access to data
• Open access to software, models, 

algorithms, workflows etc. 

• Mandatory for peer-reviewed publications
• Mandatory for research data but with 

exceptions (‘as open as possible…’)
• Recommended for other research outputs

Participation in open 
peer-review

Publishing in open peer-reviewed 
journals or platforms 

Recommended

Involving all relevant 
knowledge actors

Involvement of citizens, civil society and 
end-users in co-creation of content (e.g. 
crowd-sourcing, etc.)

Recommended

OPEN SCIENCE PRACTICES

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)



OPEN SCIENCE IN MSCA PF PROJECT PROPOSAL
ADMINISTRATIVE 
FORMS

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)



OPEN SCIENCE IN MSCA PF PROJECT PROPOSAL:
ADMINISTRATIVE FORMS 

Part B2

The CV should include information on:

Publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals, peer-reviewed conference proceedings, 
and/or monographs (they are expected to be open access either published or through 
repositories) and other outputs such as data, software, algorithms significant for your 
research path (they are expected to be open access in appropriate repositories to the extent 
possible; 

they should be accompanied by a very short qualitative assessment of their scientific 
significance and NOT by the Journal Impact Factor); 
…

Source: Slides from Aneta Kašlíková on MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships 2022 (TC AV ČR)



OA Publishing Platform for H2020 & HEU research results 
● Initiative of EC
● By F1000 Research
● Immediate OA
● Open/FAIR Data support
● Open Peer Review
● NO author fee 
● All disciplines
● Article-level metrics
● Indexed in Scopus 

Launched in March 2021

Open Research Europe (ORE)

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/ 
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Open Publishing Platform via ORE

20ORE Publishing Platform  | Science Business article on ORE 

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/
https://sciencebusiness.net/framework-programmes/news/commission-launches-open-access-research-publishing-platform


ORE Publishing Model

21Eurodoc webinar: Open Research Europe for Early Career Researchers

https://youtu.be/28YVsnYhhmk?t=54


Prepublication checks
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Upon 
Submission

● Assess author 
eligibility

● Check article 
scope

● Check for 
plagiarism 

Pre-publication 
Checks
● Comprehensive 

checks on reporting, 
editorial & ethical 
guidelines

● Check for data 
availability

● Support authors in 
making data and 
software FAIR

Production
● Converted to text and 

data-mining formats (PDF, 
HTML, XML)

● Proofs and editing if 
necessary

● Quality checks on citations, 
references, image 
resolutions & multimedia

● Ensure persistent 
identifiers are assigned and 
resolve correctly



Open Research Publishing Model

23Eurodoc webinar: Open Research Europe for Early Career Researchers

https://youtu.be/28YVsnYhhmk?t=54


Data and Software Availability
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ORE requires that, where possible, the source data underlying the 
results are made available at publication.

However, the sharing of research data must: 

● Protect the confidentiality, security and privacy of individuals
● Respect the terms of consent by individuals who are involved in research 
● Be consistent with H020/HEU legal, ethical and regulatory frameworks
● Guard against unreasonable costs

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-authors/data-guidelines 

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-authors/data-guidelines


Pre-publication (example)

25https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/articles/1-37 

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/articles/1-37


Data availability statement

26https://f1000research.com/articles/9-449 

https://f1000research.com/articles/9-449


Publishing Model

27



Open Peer Review
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Open identities

● Reviewers must 
provide name and 
affiliation

● Must identify 
conflicting  
interests

Open reports
● Reviewer reports will 

be published 
alongside the article

● these are citable and 
have viewing 
metrics

Open review status
● Reviewers assign a 

status
●



Open Peer Review example 

29https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-74 

https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-74


Open Peer Review - example 1

30https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-74 

https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-74


Publishing model
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Publishing model: if passed peer-review
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New generation metrics 
Each article have a dedicated metrics page

33
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Various types of articles
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● Research Articles
● Brief Reports
● Data Notes
● Method Articles
● Software Tool Articles
● Study Protocols
● Clinical Practice Articles
● Case Studies & Reports 
● & more! 

See full list for your subject area: Article Guidelines

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-authors/article-guidelines


Data Note
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Dataset discoverable, shareable, and usable by publishing a Data Note

https://think.f1000research.com/open-research-europe-submission/data-notes/

https://think.f1000research.com/open-research-europe-submission/data-notes/


Software Tool articles
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Allow researchers & engineers to expand the reach of their work.

https://think.f1000research.com/open-research-europe-submission/software-tools

https://think.f1000research.com/open-research-europe-submission/software-tools


Find out how to become a reviewer

37https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-referees/guidelines

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/for-referees/guidelines


Open Peer Review
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● Co-review with your peers 
● Receive credit for your work 
● Gain views and citations



European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
EOSC - a virtual research environment for all researchers

                                                 
39

● Researchers at the core
● Store/share own data
● Find/re-use other data
● Combine different data
● Deploy AI tools on data
● Go beyond current science
● Engage in developing EOSC

https://eosc-portal.eu/

https://eosc-portal.eu/


European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
● EC initiative aiming at developing an infrastructure providing its 

users with services promoting Open Science practices

● Part of the "European Cloud Initiative - Building a competitive data 
and knowledge economy in Europe", launched in 2016

● Infrastructure is built by aggregating services from several 
providers

Web of FAIR Data
for research, innovation and educational purposes

40



European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
A cloud for research data in Europe - the piece which is still missing

A trusted digital platform for the scientific community, providing seamless 
access to data and interoperable services that address the whole research 
data cycle, from discovery and mining to storage, management, analysis and 
re-use across borders and scientific disciplines

● EC initiative aiming at developing an infrastructure providing its users with 
services promoting Open Science practices

● Part of the "European Cloud Initiative - Building a competitive data and 
knowledge economy in Europe", launched in 2016

● Infrastructure is built by aggregating services from several providers

41



EOSC for researchers

EOSC Partnership Proposal

42



EOSC in progress
● The building blocks for an Open Science Commons serving all European 

researchers are in place. More to be done, including a clear model for 
federating and on-boarding thematic communities into EOSC

● To ensure the development beyond 2020, the current EOSC Governance has 
been working to establish a European Partnership under Horizon Europe

● The EOSC Association, the leading entity of the Partnership, was 
established in July 2020. Work progressing on the on-boarding process of 
new members.

● A Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) is under development, 
following an open consultation on its content



Thank you for your attention

Questions?

eva.hnatkova@techlib.cz


